## News Types
- Headline Only
- In-depth
- Analysis
- Comments

## Currencies
- Currency Pairs
- Major Currencies
- Exotic Currencies

## Economic Indicators
### By Economy
- US Indicators
- UK Indicators
- Germany Indicators
- Japanese Indicators

### By Type
- GDP
- CPI
- Interest Rates
- Unemployment
- Industrial Production

## Central Banks
- Fed
- BoE
- BoJ
- ECB
- SNB
- BoC
- RBA
- Central Banker Talk

## Ratings
- Corporate
- Sovereign Debt

## Money Market
- Inter Back
- Short Maturities

## Expert Talk/Insights
- Central Bankers
- Economists
- Analysis
- FX strategist

## Commodities
- Energy
- Soft
- Precious Metals

## Stock & Indices
- Dow Jones
- Nasdaq
- FTSE
- CAC-40
- DAX
- NIKKEI
- Hang Seng
- ASX
- Equities
- IPOs (for major corporates)

## Geo Politics
### By Country
- OPEC
- WTO
- Military
- Politics
- Trade Issues
- Sanctions

## Treasury
### By Country
- Maturity (2 years and more)

## Other Economic News

## Expert Tweets